At the Annual Town Meeting of the legal voters of the Town of Hudson, duly called and warned, and held Monday, May 6, 2019, with a quorum present, the following votes were recorded:

ARTICLE 1 – FUND FY2019-UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION FUND- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 2 - FY 19 TRANSFER -SICK and VACATION BUY-BACK- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 3 - FY 19 FUNDING FIRE UNION BUDGET- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 4 - FY 20 BUDGET- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 5 – FY20 FUNDING FIRE UNION COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT - ADOPTED

ARTICLE 6 – CAPITAL PLAN – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 7 – TRANSFER FROM DPW CAPITAL STABILIZATION FUND- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 8 – DOWNTOWN ROTARY- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 9 – PETITIONED ARTICLE: ACCEPT PROVISION OF MGL CHAPTER 41, SECTION 100B – PASS OVER

ARTICLE 10 – VACUUM TRUCK-DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 11 – HIGH SCHOOL – AIR CONDITION- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 12 – MULREADY SCHOOL – AIR CONDITION- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 13 – AMENDMENT TO ADD PFAS/PFOS TREATMENT TO ARTILE 5 OF THE MAY 7, 2018 TOWN MEETING- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 14- RE-APPROPRIATE OF EXCESS BOND PROCEEDS- MURPHY RD – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 15- FIVE YEAR CONTRACT FOR SCHOOL DEPARTMENT TRANSPORTATION- ADOPTED
ARTICLE 16 – PEG ACCESS AND CABLE RELATED BUDGET- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 17- FUND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION FUND – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 18- FUND WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE FUND- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 19 –FUND OTHER POST EMPLOYMENT BENEFIT (OPEB) LIABILITY TRUST FUND- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 20- FUND GENERAL STABILIZATION FUND- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 21 ESTABLISH SPECIAL EDUCATION STABILIZATION FUND- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 22 - RESERVE FUND – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 23- SENIOR TAX CREDIT PROGRAM-ADOPTED

ARTICLE 24 – COMMUNITY PRESERVATION RESERVATION OF FUNDS-ADOPTED

ARTICLE 25 - COMMUNITY PRESERVATION APPROPRIATIONS OF FUNDS- TRAIL SIGNAGE – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 26- COMMUNITY PRESERVATION APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS- CENTENNIAL BEACH – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 27- COMMUNITY PRESERVATION -CENTENNIAL BEACH RENOVATION BORROWING ADOPTED

ARTICLE 28- COMMUNITY PRESERVATION TRANSFER TO AFFORDABLE HOUSING TRUST FUND-ADOPTED

ARTICLE 29 - JOINT DISPATCH OFFSET RECEIPTS – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 30 – DEPARTMENTAL REVOLVING FUNDS ANNUAL SPENDING LIMITS – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 31- APPROPRIATION FROM RECEIPTS RESERVED-WASHINGTON STREET DEBT- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 32- APPROPRIATION FROM RECEIPTS RESERVED-TRANSPORTATION NETWORK CO. - ADOPTED

ARTICLE 33 - LIGHT AND POWER SURPLUS ACCOUNT – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 34 - ACCEPT PROVISION S TO ESTABLISH COMMISSION ON DISABILITY-ADOPTED

ARTICLE 35 - ANNUAL TOWN REPORTS – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 36 - BORROWING IN ANTICIPATION OF REVENUE – ADOPTED
ARTICLE 37– AUTHORIZE SELECTMEN TO PURSUE ADDITIONAL WINE & MALT BEVERAGE PACKAGE STORE ALCOHOL LICENSE FOR MULLAHY’S ARTISAN CHEESE & SPECIALTY FOODS LOCATED AT 63A MAIN STREET IN HUDSON, MA. – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 38– AUTHORIZE SELECTMEN TO PURSUE ADDITIONAL ALCOHOL POURING LICENSES FOR THE C1 ZONE- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 39 - TAX INCREMENT FINANCING AGREEMENT (TIF) MEDUSA BREWING CO., INC. ADOPTED

ARTICLE 40- AMEND TOWN OF HUDSON PERSONNEL BY-LAWS- ADOPTED

ARTICLE 41- AMEND GENERAL BY-LAWS: STRETCH ENERGY CODE-ADOPTED

ARTICLE 42- PETITIONED ARTICLE: ADDICTIONS REFERRAL CENTER – ADOPTED

ARTICLE 43- PETITIONED ARTICLE: POSTING OF LINK NON-UNION COMPENSATION STUDY -ADOPTED THE SUBJECT MATTER

ARTICLE 44 – PETITIONED ARTICLE: POSTING OF LINK AMBULANCE SERVICE AGREEMENT- PASS OVER

ARTICLE 45 – PETITIONED ARTICLE: POSTING OF LINK –APD MANGEMENT INC.REPORT - PASS OVER

ARTICLE 46- PETITIONED ARTICLE: INCREASE PERSONNEL – FIRE DEPARTMENT- ADOPTED

ANNUAL TOWN MEETING ADJOURNED MONDAY MAY 6, 2019 @ 11:36PM